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INTRODUCTION 

The Sierra Leone Constitution Review Committee (CRC) under the UNDP sponsored project 

titled “The Republic of Sierra Leone Constitutional Review Programme (2013-2015) 

endorsed the commitment of the Government of Sierra Leone and UNDP to see through the 

constitutional review process, including organizing and arranging study visits to Ghana and 

Kenya where members of CRC will observe practical implementation of comparable 

provisions of the Constitution. The Study Tour to Ghana took place from 4th to11th October 

2015. The UNDP Freetown and Accra recruited Dode Seidu as the CRC Study Tour 

Coordinator to organize and coordinate the study tour to Ghana. The Study Tour 

Coordinator was supported by staff of the Sierra Leone High Commission in Accra. 

The mission had 11 meetings involving Government of Ghana (GOG) institutions and the 

Sierra Leonean Community living in Ghana. The mission schedule is attached. This report 

provides a brief overview of the constitutional review process in Ghana and summarizes the 

key discussion points from the meetings as well as draws lessons for the constitutional 

review process in Sierra Leone. The report follows the mission schedule. 

WHY GHANA 

The colonial history of Ghana is similar to that in Sierra Leone. For example, Ghana’s 

Paramount Chieftaincy as an institution, was created by colonial masters. It is today seen as 

a third tier of governance and a key institution in the process of development and 

transformation because Paramount Chiefs play traditional roles in maintaining law and 

order, providing security for their people and preserving culture. Like in Ghana, Paramount 

Chiefs in Sierra Leone are expected to continuously play the critical role of building and 

sustaining the peace in their Chiefdoms. 

Invariably, CRC’s mandate extends to undertaking specific outreach and dialogue work with 

Chiefs to ensure that they are meaningfully brought into the process, both as citizens and as 

influential leaders of the communities. It is not surprising therefore to hear constitutional law 

proposals from the public including the Council of Paramount Chiefs that are evident in the 

Ghana Constitution. Notwithstanding the similarities however, Sierra Leone needs to mimic 

the Ghana model in establishing a constituted House of Chiefs. It is therefore this aspect of 

Ghana’s constitutionalism, among others, that the CRC’s study visit to Ghana will address. 

Members of the Sierra Leone CRC on Study Tour to Ghana 

 

No. Name Designation 

1.  Hon. Justice Edmond C. Cowan Chairman, Constitutional Review Committee (CRC) 

2.  Mr. Sana Baloch Chief Technical Adviser , Sierra Leone 

Constitutional Review Project 

United Nations Development Program 

3.  Hon. Justice Eku Roberts  Justice of Supreme Court of Sierra Leone 
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4.  Mr. Saa Kpulun Executive Secretary, CRC 

5.  Ambassador Osman F. Yansaneh Secretary General, All Peoples Congress (APC), 

Outgoing Sierra Leone High Commissioner to 

Ghana 

6.  Dr. Abu Bakarr Kargbo Chairman, National Commission for Democracy, 

Sierra Leone 

7.  Mrs. Olatungie Campbell Chairperson, Freetown YWCA Preparatory School, 

Coordinator;  Sierra Leone Cancer Charity and 

Retired Liberian 

8.  Mr. Muneeru A.Y. Koroma Project Analyst and PRO/ Peoples Movement for 

Democratic Change(PMDC) 

9.  Mr. Gibril Thulah Senior Lecturer, Milton Margai College of 

Education & Technology. Chairman, Citizens 

Democracy Party (CDP)  

10.  Mr. Abass Kamara Secretary, Executive Sub-committee, CRC  

11.  Mr. Morlai Conteh President, Youth Coalition Sierra Leone 

 

CONSTITUTIONAL REVIEW PROCESS IN GHANA 

Ghana’s Fourth Republican Constitution came into force in 1993 transitioning the country 

from a period of military rule to multiparty democratic. The 1992 Constitution was drafted by 

a 258 –member Consultative Assembly, after which it was put to a referendum in April 1992. 

After over a decade of implementation of the 1992 Constitution, a number of issues evolved 

testing the relevance of the constitution to the emerging social, political and economic 

progress of Ghana.  

In 2010, late President John Evans Atta-Mills inaugurated an 11 member Constitutional 

Review Commission to: to ascertain from the people of Ghana, their views on the operation 

of the 1992 Fourth Republican Constitution and in particular, the strengths and weaknesses 

of the Constitution; to articulate the concerns of the people of Ghana on amendments that 

may be required for a comprehensive review of the 1992 Constitution; and to make 

recommendations to the Government for consideration and provide a draft Bill for possible 

amendments to the 1992 Constitution. 

After two years of its work, the Ghana CRC received, processed, coded and stored 83,161 

formal submissions from Ghanaians at home and abroad. The Ghana CRC at the end of its in 

work in December 2011 presented its report and two draft bills. The two-draft bills 

submitted by the Ghana CRC were for non-entrenched provisions which may require 

Constitutional or Legislative Change and Administrative Action. The other draft bill was for 

entrenched provisions of the constitution that require a referendum to take effect. In Jan 

2012, the Ghana CRC was dissolved and in June 2012, the Government of Ghana as required 

by constitution issued a White Paper, accepting most of the recommendations of the CRC 
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and subsequently established a five-member Constitutional Review Implementation 

Committee (CRIC) chaired by Prof. E.V.O. Dankwa to implement, in strict compliance with 

Chapter 25 of Ghana’s Constitution on Amendments to the Constitution, the 

recommendations accepted by Government. 

The CRIC in partnership with Ghana’s National Commission on Civic Education (NCCE) 

subsequently held a number of regional stakeholder engagements on the process to amend 

the entrenched provisions of the constitution. However, a legal suit on the constitutionality of 

the whole review process stalled the work of the CRIC. A Ghanaian lawyer based in the US 

in July 2014 challenged the President’s authority to initiate a review of Ghana’s constitution, 

arguing that the power to review the constitution solely rested with the Parliament of Ghana 

and sought to declare the ongoing review process unconstitutional. 

In October 2015, Ghana’s Supreme Court in 5-2 decision held that the President had the 

constitutional right to initiate the constitutional review process. As at the time of writing this 

report, the CRIC is yet to resume its work. 

STUDY TOUR MEETINGS, DISCUSSIONS AND OUTCOMES 

Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development 

Ghana’s Local Government Structure is made up of a total of 216 Assemblies comprising: 10 

Regional Coordinating Councils representing the10 Administrative Regions; 161 District 

Assemblies, which are mostly rural based; Six Metropolitan Areas; and 49 Municipal 

Assemblies. These assemblies are responsible for the administration of local government 

structures. Membership of the Assemblies comprises 70% of members elected and 30% of 

members appointed by the President.  

Objectives: To learn about the structure, operations and challenges of local governance 

system in Ghana and relevance to Sierra Leone. 

Discussions  

 Political and Non-Political Nature of Local Government Structures:  

The local government structure in Ghana is deemed to be non-partisan. However, the 

system of allows for elections and appointment of members of the District 

Assemblies. Art. 242 requires that 70% of assembly members will be elected and the 

remaining 30% appointed by the President. This puts in question the non-partisan 

nature of the local governance system. 

 

 Overlap and Coordination between formal local government structure and 

traditional/chiefdom system 

At the metropolitan, municipal and district assemblies (MMDAs), there is 

coordination and overlap between the activities of the formal and administrative 

legal structures and traditional system according to the Constitution of Ghana. 

According to Art. 242 of Ghana’s Constitution, the President appoints 30% of the 
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members of the District Assembly in consultation with traditional authorities and 

other interest groups. 

 

Moreover, according to Art. 255 of Ghana’s Constitution, the Regional Coordinating 

Councils shall comprise two Chiefs from the Regional House of Chiefs for that region. 

 

 Funding Sources for District Assemblies 

MMDA’s have varied sources of income. Art 252 and related subsections provides for 

the establishment of a District Assemblies Common Fund (DACF) to which not less 

than 5% of total government revenue shall be allocated. The DACF distributes funds 

based on a formula established by the Parliament of Ghana. Beyond this 

constitutional provision, District Assemblies are allowed to collect levies, fees and 

rates according to the Local Government Act 462. Districts that are natural resource 

endowed collect royalties as well. 

 Ghana’s Constitutional Review Commission had equal concerns from sections of 

Ghanaians to either make the local government system partisan and non-partisan. 

The Commission made a recommendation for a constitutional amendment of Art 248 

of Ghana’s Constitution to empower Parliament to make provision partisan elections 

at the district level. 

 

 

Office of the Attorney General and Minister of Justice  

Art. 88 of Ghana’s Constitution provides for the appointment of an Attorney General by the 

President. However, the Minister of Justice and the combination with the Office of Attorney 

General is not provided in Ghana’s Constitution. The AG and Minister of Justice is a cabinet 

minister. The two positions have been generally combined by practice and has been an 

issue for the consideration of the CRC. The Office of the Attorney General and Ministry of 

Meeting with Ministry of Local Government and Rural Development 
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Justice provided technical support to Ghana’s CRC and CRIC Process in terms of drafting 

and as a secretariat for the process. Also the Attorney General and Minister of Justice serves 

as an ex-officio member of the CRIC. 

Objectives: To learn about how the role and operations of the office Attorney General and 

Minister of Justice is addressed in Ghana’s constitution and the role of the Minister of Justice 

and Attorney General in Ghana’s CRC Process. 

Discussions 

 Combination or Separation of the Office of Attorney General and Minister of 

Justice in Ghana 

Decoupling the Office of Attorney General from the Minister of Justice is to provide 

for the provide for the prosecutorial independence of the former. The CRC 

recommended that decoupling should be left to the discretion of the President. 

 State Policy and Justiciability 

Chapter 6, Art. 34 of Ghana’s Constitution stipulates the Directives Principles of State 

Policy to be the guide for all citizens, President, Parliament, Judicial Service, political 

parties and all interested groups in applying and interpreting the constitution. 

Though seen as providing ‘guidance’ for applying and interpreting the constitution, 

the Directives of State Principles of State Policy have been deemed to be justiciable 

in a 2007-2008 case overturning an earlier decision that they were non-justiciable. 

 

 Judicial Independence in the CRC Process 

Ghana’s judicial system is comprised of from the lowest to the highest: Magistrate 

Courts; High Courts; Court of Appeal; and the Supreme Court. There is one High 

Court with several divisions: Land; Human Rights; Commercial; General Jurisdiction; 

and Fast Track Automated Courts. 

 

In terms of Judicial independence the CRC’s attention was drawn to issues of delays 

in Justice delivery; Corruption in the Judiciary; Membership of the Supreme Court; 

and Appointment and Removal of Justices from the Supreme Court. 

Recommended constitutional, legislative and administrative changes proposed for 

these issues include increased transparency in justice delivery and the strengthening 

of the Judicial Council to address issues of corruption in the Judicial Service. In terms 

of Supreme Court Membership, the CRC recommended a cap of 15 Justices. The CRC 

maintained that the President should continue to appoint Supreme Court Justices 

subject to Parliamentary Approval and the removal of Supreme Court Justices should 

be done in consultation with the Council of State. 

 

The Judiciary in Ghana is self-accounting and is able to generate and use internally 

generated funds. 
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 Elections Special Court 

Art. 157 of the Constitution of Ghana provides for the establishment of a Rules of 

Court Committee Chaired by the Chief Justice of Ghana which in the event of an 

electoral dispute shall provide the rules for deciding such a petition. It is however not 

clear which court should have the final Appellate Authority in deciding electoral 

disputes. The CRC observed that presidential and parliamentary disputes should first 

go to High Court and decisions reached should be appealable at the Appeal Court 

and subsequently to the Supreme Court. 

 

 

 

Ministries of Energy and Petroleum and Power 

Until 2014, Ghana had a Ministry of Energy led by a Minister and two deputies with 

responsibilities for Petroleum and Power. In 2014, the Ministry of Energy was split to 

comprise Ministry of Petroleum and Ministry of Power with respective Ministers. These 

changes were made to address the challenges of the country’s nascent oil and gas sector as 

well as the address major challenges in electricity generation, supply and distribution. The 

meeting was held with both ministries. 

Objective: To learn about how Ghana’s petroleum and power sector has managed oil 

resources and revenues  

Discussions 

 Ownership of Ghana’s Minerals Resources 

Art. 257 of Ghana’s Constitution states that: “Every mineral in its natural state in, 

under or upon any land in Ghana, rivers, streams, water courses throughout Ghana, 

CRC Members with Staff of Ghana’s Attorney General’s Department 
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the exclusive economic zone and any area covered by the territorial sea or 

continental shelf is the property of the Republic of Ghana and shall be vested in the 

President on behalf of, and in trust for the people of Ghana.” This constitutional 

provision is however implemented through the Ministries of Petroleum and Lands 

and Natural Resources through their respective agencies. Also based on this there is 

no special financial or resource allocation to well-endowed regions of the country. 

 

 Structure of Mineral Resources Sector  

Ghana has mainly the following resources: Minerals, forests; land; petroleum; and 

water. Art. 269 provides for the establishment of Commissions for these natural 

resources to be responsible for the regulation and management of the utilization of 

the natural resources concerned and the co-ordination of the policies in relation to 

them. For example there is a Minerals Commission, Forestry Commission, and 

Petroleum Commission. 

 

Ghana discovered oil in commercial quantities in 2007 and subsequently established 

legislative framework for the sector including the establishment of a Petroleum 

Commission. Furthermore, an Oil Resource Management Act and Oil Revenue 

Management Act were also established. In terms of Petroleum Resources, their 

exploration is guided by the Exploration and Production Law PNDC Law 84. 

Petroleum Agreements are negotiated by the Ministry of Petroleum and respective 

agencies, approved by Cabinet and ratified by Parliament by a two-third majority. 

The major challenge with the petroleum sector has been about defining the 

continental shelf  

 Nature of Agreements with Oil Producing Companies and Litigations 

Ghana has gradually moved to having a model agreement to which oil exploration 

companies will work with. The involvement of Cabinet and Parliament in the oil 

agreements provides greater scrutiny. 

 

The Ghana National Petroleum Company-state owned is a partner in all exploration 

agreements and has a minimum of 15% stake. Exploration Agreements have been 

reduced from 30 to 25 years and a strong local content policy has been instituted. 

Litigations in the oil sector are minimal as model agreements clearly state obligations 

of each party. 

 Implementation of Local Content Law 

The Local Content Law in the Oil and Gas sector has been put in place to increase 

Ghanaian participation in the sector from 10-90% over a 20 year period. This is 

strictly being enforced. 
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Ministry of Chieftaincy Affairs 

Chapter 22 of Ghana’s Constitution guarantees the existence of the Chieftaincy institution in 

Ghana. The Chieftaincy Ministry was first established in 1993 to serve as a liaison between 

Government and the Chieftaincy Institution. It also has a mandate for the preservation and 

promotion of culture and cultural heritage. 

Objective: learn about the structure, operations and challenges of Ghana’s House of Chiefs 

system 

Discussions 

 Structure/Organization of the National House of Chiefs 

Art. 271 of Ghana’s Constitution provides for the establishment of a National House of 

Chiefs and Regional House of Chiefs. The Regional house of Chiefs will be made up 

of five Paramount Chiefs from the Region. The National House of Chiefs has 50 

Paramount Chiefs as members drawn from over 6000 Chiefs in the Country. The 

National and Regional House of Chiefs has judicial and appellate powers that relate 

to the chieftaincy institution. To avoid political interference, the National House of 

Chiefs is based in Kumasi-the second largest city in Ghana. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CRC Meeting with Chief Directors and Directors of Ghana’s Ministries of Petroleum and Power 
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 Chiefs and Partisan Politics 

The Chieftaincy Institution in Ghana is protected from partisan politics. However, 

Chief are involved in other forms on national governance. By the Constitution of 

Ghana, the President of the National House of Chiefs is a member of the Council of 

State. Chiefs sit on the Judicial Council; Regional Police Committee, Prisons Service 

Council and Regional Coordinating Councils. Chiefs are also represented on the 

National and Regional Lands Commission. 

 

 

National Media Commission (NMC)  

Chapter 12 of Ghana’s Constitution guarantees the Independence and Freedom of the Media 

in Ghana. The establishment of a National Media Commission is provided for under Art. 166 

of the Constitution of Ghana. The NMC is comprised of 18 members coming from the Ghana 

Bar Association; Publishers and Private Press; and Ghana Library Association and Writers 

Association; Christian and Muslim Groups; Journalistic Training Institutions; Advertisers 

Association; National Association of Teachers; two persons appointed by the President of 

Ghana; two from the Ghana Journalist Association and three appointed by Parliament.  All 

members work on part-time basis which hampering the work of the NMC. The NMC is 

responsible for appointing CEOs and Boards of State Media Bodies in consultation with the 

President.  The NMC is funded from the consolidated fund and there have suggestions for a 

Democracy Fund from which media institutions like the NMC will be funded. 

Objectives: To learn about the structure, operation and challenges of the National Media 

Commission in protecting and upholding press freedom in Ghana. 

 

CRC Members and Minister, Staff of Chieftaincy Affairs Ministry  
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Discussions:  

 Media Monitoring 

The NMC works with the National Communications Authority (NCA). The NMC is 

responsible for media content monitoring and the NCA is responsible for allocation 

of spectrum. However with over 300 radio stations in Ghana, it is practically 

impossible to monitor media content. The best situation would be to have the two 

institutions monitor the allocation of spectrum to parties who are not aligned to any 

political, religious or ethnic ideologies. The members elect the chair of the NMC. 

 

 Public Order Act and Press Freedom 

Press Freedom is guaranteed under Ghana’s Constitution. The Public Order Act in 

Ghana applies to public demonstrations and picketing and not on the media.  

 

 Powers of the NMC and Dealing with Journalistic Ethics 

The NMC does not have sanctioning powers and therefore acts as a complaints and 

settlement committee receiving complaints from the public. It also serves as a 

platform for arbitration. The NMC arbitration system works well when parties submit 

themselves. However, a matter before the NMC does not exclude a party from 

seeking redress on civil liable.  

 

 

National Development Planning Commission (NDPC)  

The National Development Planning Commission (NDPC) is a constitutionally mandated 

institution that advises the President on national development planning and strategy. It is 

established under Art. 86 and 87 of Ghana’s 1992 Constitution. The NDPC among other 

activities can also by the request of the President or on its own initiative study and make 

CRC Members with Members of Ghana’s National Media Commission 
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strategic analyses of macro-economic and structural reform options; and  make proposals 

for the development of multi-year rolling plans taking into consideration the resource 

potential and comparative advantage of the different districts of Ghana. The NDPC is 

currently pursuing the agenda of rolling out a 40 year National Development Plan that will 

be binding on successive governments.  

Objectives: To learn about the implementation of Directive Principles of State Policy and 

long-term development planning in Ghana. 

Discussions 

 Constitutional Role of the NDPC 

The NDPC’s role is entrenched in the 1992 Constitution and its activities gives 

expression to the Directives Principles of State Policy also enshrined in the 

Constitution. 

 Ghana’s 40 year development plan 

Beside the requirement of the Constitution of Ghana that there be a national 

development plan, the Parliament of Ghana in 2011 passed the Petroleum Revenue 

Management Act 815 which required a long-term development plan to be able to 

utilize petroleum revenues. Moreover, during the consultation by Ghana’s CRC there 

were overwhelming submissions calling for the institution of a national development 

plan which should be long-term in nature. 

 

The NDPC is currently in consultations with key stakeholders to develop a 40-year 

national development plan for Ghana. This will be a marked shift from the 4 year 

development plans that have existed since the 1992 constitution came into existence. 

The 40-year development plan will be binding on successive governments. 

 

 CRC Members with Ghana’s National Development Planning Commission 
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Constitutional Review Implementation Committee  

The Constitutional Review Commission at the end of its work recommended the 

establishment of a Technical Committee to assist Government, Parliament, Electoral 

Commission and other relevant state institutions in the implementation of all 

recommendations made. The Constitutional Review Implementation Committee (CRIC) is 

responsible for seeing to the constitutional, legislative and administrative amendments 

proposed by the CRC as well as Government White Paper on the issues. The CRIC is 

comprised of five members with only one member from the CRC serving on the CRIC as the 

institutional memory and supported by the Secretariat of the Attorney General’s Office. The 

CRICs work is funded from the Consolidated Fund  

 

Objective: To learn about the CRC Process in Ghana, the distinction between the CRC and 

CRIC and how the country is approaching the implementation of proposed constitutional 

amendments. 

 How is CRIC going about its work 

The CRIC mandate is to oversee the implementation of proposed amendments by the 

CRC in accordance with Chapter 25 of Ghana’s Constitution. As part of the working 

strategy, the CRIC undertook a nationwide sensitization with the National 

Commission on Civic Education to inform Ghanaians about modalities and issues to 

be put forward in an amendment to the constitution. The CRIC also worked with the 

National House of Chiefs and Civil Society Organizations in the sensitization. 

 

To amend an entrenched constitutional provision requires a referendum in which 

40% of qualified voters must participate and 70% must vote in favour of the 

amendment. Non-entrenched provisions require two-third majority in Parliament to 

get it amended. As indicated earlier, some legislative and administrative 

amendments resulting from the CRCs work are underway. However, the amendment 

to entrench provisions are yet to take place. 

 

 How the Referendum will be organized 

The CRIC considered putting one question asking for a Yes or No vote to amend the 

entrenched provisions of the constitution. However, during the sensitization events 

there were strong sentiments on whether the death penalty should be abolished. 

Consequently the CRIC will put forward two questions one asking for a Yes or No 

vote on wholesale amendment to entrenched provisions of the constitution and a 

second question with a Yes or No on the abolition of the death penalty. 

 

The CRIC would have liked to combine the referendum with Ghana’s District 

Assembly Elections held in September, however referendum and CRICs work was 

deferred till the court action against the constitution review process was determined. 
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CRC Members with Ghana’s CRIC Chair Prof. EVO Dankwa 

CRC Members meet with Ghana’s CRIC Chair Prof. EVO Dankwa 
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Office of the Speaker of Parliament  

Ghana’s Parliament plays a very important role in the constitutional review process as the 

institution that will amend non-entrenched aspects of the constitution. The President of 

Ghana sent the Report of the CRC and White Paper to Parliament and the Speaker of 

Parliament referred the report to the Council of State for as required by the Constitution Art 

290(2). One major characteristic of Ghana’s Parliament is that the President is required to 

appoint 50% of the Ministers of State from the House. In a proposed amendment to the 

Constitution, the President will be given the free hand to choose from within or outside 

Parliament. 

Objective: To learn about Ghana’s parliamentary system and their role in the CRC process. 

 Parliaments Involvement in CRC Process 

According to Ghana’s Constitution, a bill for amendment of an entrenched provision 

in the constitution, must be submitted to Parliament and before Parliament considers 

it shall refer it to Council of State for advice. Amendments to non-entrenched 

provisions however, can only be introduced into Parliament after it has been 

gazetted.  Subsequently it will go through the first reading in Parliament before 

being sent to the Council of State for advice. As at the writing of this report, the 

Speaker of Parliament has forwarded the report of the CRC to the Council of State for 

advice. 

 

When the entrenched provisions are put to a referendum and accepted, Parliament 

has the responsibility of passing such a decision according to Art. 290 of Ghana’s 

Constitution. 

 
CRC Members Meet Ghana’s First Deputy Speaker of Parliament Rt. Hon. Ebo Barton Oduro 
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Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources; and Minerals Commission 

The Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources and its implementing agency the 

Minerals Commission are primarily responsible for policy formulation and analysis 

as well as legal framework of the natural and mineral resources in Ghana.  

Objective: to learn about how natural resources are governed and resources are allocated 

to subnational structures and possible constitutional amendments being considered.   

Discussion: 

 Revenues obtained from Natural Resources and Utilization 

The main sources of natural resource revenues are Royalties from Minerals, Rents 

from Land; and Corporate Taxes. The Constitution and Other Subsidiary Legislation 

makes provision for allocation of mineral revenues to respective parties. 

 

Art. 267 of Ghana’s constitution allows for ten percent of the revenue accruing from 

stool lands to be paid to the office of the Administrator of Stool Lands out of which 

twenty-five percent will be allocated to the stool/chiefdom through the traditional 

authority for the maintenance of the stool in keeping with its status. Another twenty 

percent will be disbursed to the traditional authority; and fifty-five percent to the 

District Assembly, within the area of authority of which the stool lands are situated. 

Ghana’s First Deputy Speaker Presents Copies of Ghana CRC Work to Sierra Leone CRC Chair 
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CRC Chair Receiving Legal Documents from Ghana’s Deputy Minister of Lands and Natural Resource 

CRC Team with Staff of Ghana’s Minerals Commission 
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Electoral Commission  

The Electoral Commission (EC) is the mandated body for organizing all elections in Ghana 

including referenda on constitutional amendments. When the CRIC completes it work, it will 

submit proposed constitutional amendments to the President, who will in turn submit to the 

Parliament and then to the Electoral Commission for the referendum. 

Objective: to understand the collaboration between the CRIC and the Electoral Commission 

on Organizing the referendum on constitutional amendments 

Discussion 

 Logistical Preparedness for Referendum 

The Electoral Commission will organize the referendum and will work with the CRIC 

on the referendum questions and modalities. The logistical arrangements of the will 

involve sensitization of electorates and will be conveniently combined with 

presidential and parliamentary elections in 2016 provided all constitutional 

arrangements have been concluded. 

 

 

 

 

  

CRC Team with Staff of Ghana’s Electoral Commission 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Ghana Study Tour by the Constitutional Review Committee was insightful as it gave first-

hand experience to members on the process. It allowed for interaction and lessons learning 

from the Ghanaian process. Institutions met were cordial and open offering suggestions to 

the Sierra Leon Team on pitfalls to avoid. 

The institutions met were mostly government institutions and the team did not get the 

occasion to meet with Civil Society Institutions and Non-State Actors who were involved in 

the constitutional review process in Ghana. Most importantly, the team did not get the 

opportunity to visit and meet with members of Ghana National House of Chiefs. 

It is recommended that a follow-up study tour be planned to get a better understanding of 

the National House of Chiefs structure as well as views and experiences of non-state actors. 

 

Annexes 

Mission Schedule 
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Mission Schedule 

Sierra Leone CRC Study Tour to Ghana  

17-25 October 2015 

Last Update 20.10.2015 

Date  Departur

e Time 

Meeting 

Time 

Activity/Organization 

to Meet 

Person to Meet 

and Contact 

Confirmed Comment 

Saturday  

17 Oct 2015 

 8:00pm Arrival of 3 CRC 

Delegates 

 Yes  

Sunday 

17 Oct 2015 

 8:00pm Arrival  of 8 Delegates  Yes  

Monday  

19 Oct 2015 

Depart 

Hotel at 

7:30am 

9:00am-

10:30am 

Ministry of Local 

Government and Rural 

Development 

Chief Director 

Contact  

Samuel Passah 

Room 26, 

0244986858 

Yes  

11:00am-

12:30pm 

Office of the Attorney 

General and Minister of 

Justice 

Mrs. Amoah 

Director Legal and 

Legislative Issues 

Angela 

0302665051 

Yes  

 Lunch venue TBD  

2:00pm-

4:00pm 

Ministry of Petroleum 

 

Chief Director 

0302667107 

Yes   

Tuesday  

20 Oct 2015 

Depart 

Hotel at 

7:30am 

9:00am-

10:30am 

Ministry of Chieftaincy 

Affairs 

 

The Minister 

Contact: Horen, PA 

to Minister 

0208417574 

Yes  

11:00am-

12:30pm 

National Media 

Commission 

 

Commissioners 

Ambassador 

Kabral Blay-

Amihere 

Contact: Mr. 

Bannerman 

0277536350 

Yes  

Lunch venue TBD 

4:00pm-

5:30pm 

National Development 

Planning Commission 

Dr. Nii Moi 

Thompson 

Director General 

Yes  

Wednesday 

21 Oct 2015 

Depart 

Hotel at 

8:30 am 

10:00am-

12:00pm 

Constitutional Review 

Implementation 

Committee (CRIC) 

Professor EVO 

Dankwa 

Chair, CRIC 

Yes  

Lunch 

2:00pm-

4:00pm 

Ministry of Lands and 

Natural Resources 

Chief Director 

Contact: Georgina 

0208183102 

Yes  

6:00pm-

8:00pm 

Engagement with 

Diasporian Sierra 

Leoneans at High 

Commission 

High Commission 

Staff 

Yes  
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Thursday 

 22 Oct 2015 

Depart 

Hotel 

@8:30a

m 

10:00am-

12:00pm 

Electoral Commission Commissioners 

and Directors 

Contact: Christian 

Parry, Director 

Public Affairs: 

0249232369 

Yes  

Lunch 

2:00pm-

4:00pm 

Ghana Centre for 

Democratic 

Development 

Ambassador 

Tsegah, 

Leader of CSOs in 

Constitutional 

Review 

CDD Contact: 

Felicia and Gloria-

0244350226 

No  

Friday 23 Oct 

2015 

Depart 

Hotel @ 

8:30am 

10:00am-

12:00pm 

Ghana Minerals 

Commission 

Commissioners 

Key Contact: Jerry 

Ahiadzi 

Yes  

      

Saturday 

24 Oct 2015 

 TBD Departure    

 

Key Contacts 

Mrs. Adama K. Tucker 
 

Mrs. Elizabeth Tonugble 
 

Mr. Dode Seidu 
 

First Secretary, Sierra Leone 

High Commission Ghana 
 

Secretary, Sierra Leone High 

Commission Ghana 
 

Study Tour Coordinator 
 

Tel: 0269840696 
 

Tel: 0241997417 
 

Tel: 0209901717 
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NAMES AND CONTACTS OF PEOPLE AND INSTITUTIONS  

Ministry of Lands and Natural Resources (MLNR) 

Name Title/Department Telephone Email 

Hon. Barbara Serwaa 
Asamoah 

Deputy Minister 
(Forestry) MLNR 

  

Mrs. Gifty Mahama 
Biyira 

Director 
Administration MLNR 

  

C.E. Bobobee (Mrs.) Administrator of Stool 
Lands 

+233302674160 christiebobobe@yahoo.com  

H.T. Baryeh MLNR +233208114089 Baryeh7@gmail.com  

Ben Aryee MLNR +233244268787 Benglo59@gmail.com  

Joseph Yaw Aboagye DRSIM +233244664178 Joseph.aboagye@mlnr.gov.gh  

J. W. Essel Precious Minerals and 
Marketing Company 

+233207311820 jaessel@yahoo.co.uk  

Dr. Thoms K. Adu Geological Services 
Division 

+233244127990 drkwasiadu@yahoo.co.uk  

Cletus K. Nateg Forestry Commission +233244722152 kcnateg@ymail.com 

Joseph Osiakwan MLNR +233208182556 josephosiakwan@yahoo.com  

Benjamin Quaye Land Administration 
Project 

+233501322626 benquaye@yahoo.com 

David  Atuobi MLNR +233268309105 davidatuobi@gmail.com  

Oppon Sasu Forestry Commission  +233244367851 sasuoppon@yahoo.com  

William Toffa MLNR +233244610405 semendo76@yahoo.com  

Amos Wuntah Wuni Lands Commission +233202022503 lawyerwuni@gmail.com  

C.M. Seniagyah MLNR +233208299228 cmseniagyah@gmail.com  

 

Ministry of Chieftancy Affairs 

Name Title/Position Contact 

Hon. Dr. H.S. Daanaa Minister of Chieftancy Affairs  

Gloria Halm-Greaves Public Relations Officer +233243585522 

Nicholina A. Mensah Researh Officer +233244973206 

Ato Brown Chief Accountant +233244144722 

Edem Dennis Research Officer +233243274389 

Horen Quarshigah Assistant Director +233208417574 

B.A. Odotei Director Planning Policy 
Monitoring and Evaluation 

+233267995755 

 

Minerals Commission 

Name Position Phone Number Email 

Richard Afenu Director, PPME  kafenu@gmail.com 

Isaac Abraham Public Relations +233204003700 iabraham@mc.ghanamining.org 

Kwasi Oppong 
Kyekyeku 

PPME +233208315140 koppongkyekyeku@gmail.com 

mailto:christiebobobe@yahoo.com
mailto:Baryeh7@gmail.com
mailto:Benglo59@gmail.com
mailto:Joseph.aboagye@mlnr.gov.gh
mailto:jaessel@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:drkwasiadu@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:kcnateg@ymail.com
mailto:josephosiakwan@yahoo.com
mailto:davidatuobi@gmail.com
mailto:sasuoppon@yahoo.com
mailto:semendo76@yahoo.com
mailto:lawyerwuni@gmail.com
mailto:cmseniagyah@gmail.com
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National Development Planning Commission 

Name Title Contact 

Dr. Nii Moi Thompson Director General +233544322355 

Mr. Isaac Asiamah Deputy Director, General 
Services/Special Assistant 

+233277453495 

Mr. George Duah Secretary to the Commission +233244688408 

 

Electoral Commission 

Name Title Email Contact 

Michael Boadu Assistant Director 
Training 

mikyboadu@gmail.com +233208163472 

Sylvester Kanyi Director Elections Stettey20@yahoo.com +233208223308 

Isaac Kofi Asomaning Director, Research 
Monitoring and 
Evaluation 

Isaa_casso@yahoo.com  +233208163736 

Christian Owusu Parry Acting Director of 
Public Affairs 

co_parry@ymail.com +233249232369 

Benjamin Nunoo Deputy Director, 
Information 
Technology 

bennunoo@yahoo.com +233244204397 

 

Constitutional Review Implementation Committee 

Name Title Contact 

Prof. EVO Dankwa Chair, CRIC +233271977895 

 

Ministry of Justice and Attorney General 

Name Title Contact 

Mrs. Mavis Amoah Head, Legislative Drafting 

Division, 

+233244420040 

Divine Nkwantabisa Legislative Drafting Division +233244162216 

Nana Abuaa Brenya Otchere Snr. State Attorney, Civil 

Divison 

 

 

Office of the Speaker of Parliament 

Name Title Contact 

Rt. Hon. Ebo Barton Oduro Second Deputy Speaker, MP  

Mr. Ebenezer Jethro Table Office, Parliament of 

Ghana 

 

mailto:mikyboadu@gmail.com
mailto:Stettey20@yahoo.com
mailto:Isaa_casso@yahoo.com
mailto:co_parry@ymail.com
mailto:bennunoo@yahoo.com
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